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Abstract : The aim of the paper is to determine that Big bang theory creating of the universe is 100% correct 

Researched by Mr.Satish Gore Sir.  

When second is not infinity.=∞ So, There nature rules over the universe. So then second is not infinity.=∞ Then 

sky is filled with more seconds. We have no time to count the time in sky so we are using infinity.=∞ So we 

should count the sky as one sky as A one element in the world So Don't call sky that infinity.=∞ .So sky is A one 

and unique. The sky is Mahakal and Mahakali  

( Timeless) in Shivpuran. Both are one couple. At the starting there was only Hydrogen in the sky. The mass and 

the energy were with both together in the full form of the hydrogen. 

First there was darkness everywhere in the sky. Then as the result of the gravitational force Hydrogen began to 

compress in the Hydrogen bomb. As the result of gravity energy released and it became Master star we call it 
Shiva Shakti / Dhruva polar star in Hindu puranas. light spread in the sky with the speed of 3,00,000KM s2 in 

the sky but darkness is also Devi Mother Shakti can't be finished just now also there is Endless and infinity.=∞ 

darken sky. Day and night darkness and light are rules of the nature and God. 

So light can't travel full sky. After many or infinity.=∞ light years  

Cosmic dance of lord Shiva and Shakti .They are Mass and Energy bang and big blast happened. Energy and 

mass to give birth this universe. Greater speed than light the universe material was spread in the sky by the 

partition of a second was divided by 80 lakhs times. 

Now we live in our solar system. We watch our night sky with beautiful moon and stars and galaxies. 

Now Let's discus about five main elements to live  

1.Sky 2.Air 3.Earth 4.Water 5.Light ( Sun ) In our This , the nature is the god. So live happily , Non-violence , 

Truth and save our earth from pollution. All the world is my family. Satyamev Jayate .Jay Hind Jay Bharat. Big 
bang theory creating of the universe is 100% correct Researched by Satish Gore SirSupported by E=Mc2 , 

F=Ma , Epics=Shivmahapuran , Vishnupuran, Bible ,Quran, all physic rules  

Keywords: Big bang theory supported by E=Mc2 , F=Ma , Epics=Shivmahapuran , Vishnupuran,Bible ,Quran, 

all physic rules  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Big bang theory creating of the universe is 100% correct Researched by Satish Gore Sir 

Supported by E=Mc2 , F=Ma , Epics=Shivmahapuran , Vishnupuran, 

Bible ,Quran, all physic rules  

E=Mc2 

 E+Mc2=2E  

3.00.000 X 3,00,000=c2 

 E/M=c2  

Big bang and big blast theory creating of the universe-Relegated words to understand meaning. 

bang, loud, crack, to crash into ,bang, paste, wallop, whang, winder, bang, crash, collide, butt, bump, barge, 

collide, bang, bang, slam, bang, crack, bang, voice, sound, blast, tone, high-pitched blast, explosion, burst, 

eruption, blast ,destroy, blight, consume, demolish, blast, devour, blast blast, incineration, blast, 

E=Mc2 
 E+Mc2=2E  

3,00,000 X 3,00,000=c2  

2E/M=c2  

M=E/c2 

2E= 90,000,000,000X90,000,000,000=Total Universe=E+Mc2=2E =8.10000000E+21=90,000,000,000EM X 

90,000,000,000EM 

EM=ENERGYMASS 
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90,000,000,000E X90,000,000,000E / 90,000,000,000M=90,000,000,000KM Only for one second creations of 

the universe god partly.  

Speed to big blast and big bang 
Total Energy=90,000,000,000 X 90,000,000,000 UKV 

Total Mass=90,000,000,000 MKG  

Total Distance speed of the light is 300,000KM/s 

Total Universe is in the unlimited sky. 

According to F=Ma 

 F = Force M=Mass a=speed in square 

M=E/c2 = M=F/a     F=Energy 

So here    E=F   and    c2=a 

E/c2=F/a  

So total movement of "a" the universe is =c2=300,000 X 300,000 

Now F=Ma  
F= 90,000,000,000 X 90,000,000,000=90,000,000,000 X 300000 X 300000 E=Mc2 

So F=Ma is controller formula for to keep the universe and E=Mc2 is creator and destroyer formula for the 

universe. 

 

II. RULES OF THE GRAVITY 
Reference link https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/newton.html 

I. Every object in a state of uniform motion tends to remain in that state of motion unless an external force is 

applied to it. 

II. The relationship between an object's mass m, its acceleration a, and the applied force F is F = ma. 
Acceleration and force are vectors (as indicated by their symbols being displayed in slant bold font); in this law 

the direction of the force vector is the same as the direction of the acceleration vector. 

III. For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. 

Law of Anti-gravity early researched by Mr.Satish Mahadeo Gore 

Reference Link https://www.ijsr.net/get_abstract.php?paper_id=SR20220195356 

The first Indian Gravity Controller - Anti gravity 

I. The first rule of Satish Mahadeo Gore gravitational force is to keep the force of the moving object in the 

opposite direction in order to control the speed of any moving object. 

II.The second law of gravity controller Anti gravity of Satish Mahadeo Gore 

The force should be increased in the opposite direction given to increase the speed. You can do more with the 

force of the direction of the original direction. The speed can be controlled. 

III.  The third law of gravity controller of Satish Mahadeo Gore. The gravitational force works as well. The 
opposite gravitational force also works. The law of stability – by conquering gravity by anti gravity, applied the 

same force over an object in ten directions, the object remains constant in the sky ..Basis Newton's theory of 

gravity.  

F= ma 

2E=M E=M/2 So Total Energy is twice time greater than total Mass in the sky. Mass also having its own Energy 

in the form of gravity power . Energy also having it's gravity power. 

2E=1M  

Distance =Time X speed So  

New formula   Sky=timeXc2 

Sky=timeXc2 

1second Sky Distance=1 second X 3,00,000 X 3,00,000KMs2 
=90,000,000,000KMs2 If our sky is a time watch then It’s one second runtime is =90,000,000,000KMs2  

Than minute is 60 X90,000,000,000KMs2  

Then 1 hour is 60 X60 X90,000,000,000KMs2  

Then one day is 24 X 60 X60 X90,000,000,000KMs2  

Then one year is 365 X 24 X 60 X60 X90,000,000,000KMs2=One light year=9.461e+12KM  

( 2.83824000E+18 0n calculator ) 

Volume of the sky for only one second =4/3 XπXr3 

 Here We should take value of r=1 second sky distance ( Using formula=E=Mc2) 

Volume of the sky for only one second =4/3 X πXr3 

=4/3 X 22/7 X 90,000,000,000 X 90,000,000,000 X 90,000,000,000 

( 3.05485714E+33 calculated by calculator )=Volume of the sky for only one second 

Time is Endless and infinity.=∞ 
But second is not infinity.=∞ 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.grc.nasa.gov%2Fwww%2Fk-12%2Fairplane%2Fnewton.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0tiu7Pb8_Pn_RLlYGz8lLaZ-H4EkHenJa691BkSE4mlEZcjEL0-a_HeS4&h=AT3YbkEaToqrNojIkClOoIlasQhHfGQjm2om9mK8Vm4B1C7K4w2w8AgRlumbKo_NQmszRHQNhBLBbbnwn5YpNweFheyOH-ZYp-cgl4bJcYEjJUh9jHcNDFY3onJ2gkFNcTKtj8ga3ZUIzDAFLxlJ&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1BpajbIn2tK7SN3vBOo8TEoPSs6MqW1z89tMo1-AmAsOKr5BCR2und4tIiveSctcxFG8j1u2V4DVoVs1p1vqTi8nSYHEteGZE191TXHU7D6BPillW0JcZCgznxE5P6cLXm1XHj5nvyP6oEsQ
https://www.ijsr.net/get_abstract.php?paper_id=SR20220195356&fbclid=IwAR0tiu7Pb8_Pn_RLlYGz8lLaZ-H4EkHenJa691BkSE4mlEZcjEL0-a_HeS4
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When second is not infinity.=∞ So, There nature rules over the universe. So then second is not infinity.=∞ Then 

sky is filled with more seconds. We have no time to count the time in sky so we are using infinity.=∞ So we 

should count the sky as one sky as A one element in the world So Don't call sky that infinity.=∞ .So sky is A 
one and unique. The sky is Mahakal and Mahakali  

(Timeless) in Shivpuran. Both are one couple. At the starting there was only Hydrogen in the  

sky. The mass and the energy were with both together in the full form of the hydrogen. 

First there was darkness everywhere in the sky. Then as the result of the gravitational force Hydrogen began to 

compress in the Hydrogen bomb. As the result of gravity energy released and it became Master star we call it 

Shiva Shakti / Dhruva polar star in Hindu puranas. light spread in the sky with the speed of 3,00,000KM s2 in 

the sky but darkness is also Devi Mother Shakti can't be finished just now also there is Endless and infinity.=∞ 

darken sky. Day and night darkness and light are rules of the nature and God. 

So light can't travel full sky. After many or infinity.=∞ light years  

Cosmic dance of lord Shiva and Shakti .They are Mass and Energy bang and big blast happened. Energy and 

mass to give birth this universe. Greater speed than light the universe material was spread in the sky by the 
partition of a second was divided by 80 lakhs times. 

Now we live in our solar system. We watch our night sky with beautiful moon and stars and galaxies. 

Now Let's discus about five main elements to live  

1.Sky 2.Air 3.Earth 4.Water 5.Light ( Sun ) In our This , the nature is the god. So live happily , Non-violence , 

Truth and save our earth from pollution. All the world is my family. Satyamev Jayate .Jay Hind Jay Bharat. 

 

III. CONCLUSION  
 Big bang theory creating of the universe is 100% correct Researched by Satish Gore Sir. Supported by E=Mc2 , 

F=Ma , Epics=Shivmahapuran , Vishnupuran, Bible ,Quran, all physic rules  
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